
Consumer Electronics 
and Technology
Providing Customer 
Experience as Innovative  
as Your Products



For 40 years, HGS has helped Fortune 100/ 500 companies from around the world maintain their steady 
sales and reputation by supporting end-user customers and B2B clients.

HGS provides full-service inbound contact center and fulfilment solutions to consumer electronics 
manufacturers around the world, integrating multiple customer interaction channels to maximize customer 
satisfaction and reduce cost. HGS knowledge and expertise uses a proven Service Intervention solution to 
reduce unnecessary service expenses, product returns or service calls.

@TeamHGS www.teamhgs.commarketing@teamhgs.com

Today’s technology companies struggle with challenges from tech support and service to warranty 

and repair and an optimized buying or subscription experience.

• Web and mobile 
experience design

• Search engine 
optimization (SEO), 
search engine 
marketing (SEM), 
social media 
marketing (SMM)

• Data-driven digital 
marketing and 
insights

• Online reputation 
management

• SMS bill pay 
reminders mobile 
messaging, virtual 
assistant, phone, 
chat, self service 
for easy payment

• IVR–make a 
payment

• Automation for 
billing, invoicing, 
back office

• Self-service portal 
for customer 
FAQs

• Mobile cam for 
installation and 
use assistance

• ”How To” videos 
for support

• Co-browsing and 
screen share for 
easier support

• Save the sale / 
returns reduction 
program

• Phone or chat 
for warranty 
management

• Warranty 
analytics

• Back-office for 
warranty claims 
mgmt

Consideration Buy or Subscribe Make a Payment
Tech Support or 

Service
Warranty, 

Cancel, or Repair
Renew, Rebuy or 

Review

• VOC analytics

• Social care and 
moderation

• Automatic 
surveys

• Gamification for 
loyalty program 
mgmt

• Voice, click-to-
chat for sales 
support, and 
general questions

• Chat analytics for 
proactive chat 
invites

• Cart 
abandonment 
promo offers and 
chat invites

• Unified customer 
profiles

HGS’s solutions address all stages of the 
consumer journey, including:
• Web and mobile experience design

• SEO, SEM, SMM

• Data-driven digital marketing and insights

• Online reputation management

• Voice, click to chat for sales support and general questions

• Chat analytics for proactive chat invites

• Cart abandonment promo offers and chat invites

• Unified customer profiles

https://twitter.com/teamhgs
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• SMS bill pay reminders

• Mobile messaging, virtual assistant, phone, chat, self help for easy payment

• IVR – make a payment

• Automation for billing, invoicing, back-office

• Self-service portal for customer FAQs assistance

• ”How To” videos for support

• Co-browsing and screen share for easier support

• Save the sale / returns reduction program

• Phone or chat for warranty management

• Warranty analytics

• Back-office for warranty claims management

• VOC analytics

• Social care and moderation

• Automatic surveys

• Gamification for loyalty program management

“We appreciate the product knowledge that 
the employees have with our products and 

the push to adapt to new technologies  
like web chat.”

Customer Service and Processing,
Fortune 500 Consumer Electronics Company

https://twitter.com/teamhgs


Our Tangible, Measurable Results
HGS brings end-to-end consumer electronics and technology expertise to all consumer journey stages:

Consider

• With the right discussions, questions, and expert knowledge of the systems, HGS created 

a strategic solution architecture for a tech leader. This solution spanned nine different 

enterprise products. 

Buy or Subscribe 

• Prior to HGS’s voice of the consumer analytics survey solution for an audio products leader, 

the response rate was 6%, and we improved to 19%. This is due, in part, to an intelligent 

routing strategy, employing low customer effort.

Make a Payment 

• For an international printer company, HGS deployed our customer care strategy to increase 

sales conversion by 13% over the previous service provider. 

Tech Support and Service

• The web portal we created for an electronics pioneer is an omni-channel solution across 

FAQs, videos, virtual chat, assisted chat, and email. As an outcome of this solution, we 

achieved a 97% resolution rate.

Warranty and Retain

• HGS aligned feedback with operations performance for a consumer electronics leader.  

We improved first call resolution (FCR) and quality monitoring to drive enhanced NPS.  

The overall results are improved affinity and service for this partner.
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About HGS
A global leader in business process management (BPM) and optimizing the customer experience lifecycle, HGS is helping make its 

clients more competitive every day. HGS combines technology-powered services in automation, analytics and digital with domain 

expertise focusing on back office processing, contact centers and HRO solutions to deliver transformational impact to clients.  

Visit www.teamhgs.com to learn how HGS can help make your business more competitive.
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